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The view exists that the Bell inequality is a mere inconsistent application of classical concepts to a well-established quantum world. In the article, “Nonlocality claims are inconsistent with Hilbert-space quantum mechanics” [Phys. Rev. A, 101, 022117, (2020)] Robert B. Griffiths advocates for the locality of quantum theory. Although R. B. Griffiths presents valuable insights in favor of quantum mechanics’ local character, he based some of them on unjustified views concerning the Bell inequality interpretation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum mechanics’ locality is a contentious question. Hence, it is essential to base its defense on correct and logically consistent arguments.

Robert Griffiths [1] presents valid arguments but, unfortunately, based some of them on incorrect views concerning the Bell inequality significance. Since quantum localists seem to share many of those views, it is of general interest to clarify some points.

One of Griffiths’s provocative points is that since the purportedly quantum nonlocal influences are useless for transmitting information according to the no-signaling principle: “This means that such influences (including wave-function collapse) cannot be directly detected in any experiment. The simplest explanation for their lack of influence is that such influence do not exist.”

The former point is immune to Bell inequalities violations and constitutes a valid argument to avoid their nonlocality implications. It suggests that quantum mechanics demands a revision of our causality concept just as relativity demanded a revision of simultaneity. That could result as counterintuitive as the latter.

Accepting it prompts that Bell’s local causality definition is different from relativistic causality and that the former necessitates a proper revision. Or that we may be living in a super-deterministic world.

However, such valid arguments are different from reducing the Bell inequality to an erroneous application of classical physics to quantum mechanics. Griffiths presents various arguments depicting the Bell inequality as being physically irrelevant.

First, we review the meaning of the Bell inequality then go over Griffiths’s arguments analyzing their consistency.

II. MEANING OF THE BELL INEQUALITY


The correct inequality formulation rests on two hypothesis, local causality and freedom[1]. Hence, violation of the inequality implies the violation of at least one of those assumptions. Local causality and freedom are either true or false. They cannot be valid in a quantum sense and at the same time classically invalid.

We shall use the standard expression local realism for the conjunction of those two hypotheses. Notice that local realism is not the conjunction of locality and realism, at least in an obvious way.

III. NONCOMMUTING OPERATORS

To prove his thesis that violations of the Bell inequality have nothing to do with quantum nonlocality, Griffiths conceived an experiment with neon atoms violating a Bell-type inequality, where locality is not an issue. According to his interpretation, the presence of noncommuting operators is the cause of the inequality violations.

In Griffiths’s ingenious experiment, only one particle produces a Bell-type inequality, so obviously, locality is not an issue. That is confusing; one could argue the proposed experiment is absolutely foreign to the physics of a CHSH singlet state correlation experiment. Locality is not an issue when measuring only one particle, but certainly, it is when simultaneously measuring two different particles far apart. The mathematical analogy does not justify drawing conclusions about the physical properties of one system from the physical properties of the other.

If Griffiths’s point is to prove that the Bell inequality may have other interpretations that are not related to locality issues, his example is, indeed, correct. However, that is not proof that locality cannot be involved in other contexts where the inequality arises, for instance, a CHSH spin correlation experiment.

Other authors have proposed similar ideas for interpreting the inequality violations. For instance, Andrei

---

1 The freedom or free will hypothesis is usually introduced as the measurement independence postulate.
Khrennikov\textsuperscript{5} proposes the same interpretation as Griffiths’s but applied in a CHSH context, so his example is free from Griffiths’ previously mentioned defect. According to A. Khrennikov “We demonstrate that the tests on violation of the Bell type inequalities are simply statistical tests of local incompatibility of observables”. Khrennikov shows that the Bell operator

\[ \mathcal{B} = A_0B_0 + A_0B_1 + A_1B_0 - A_1B_1 \]  

satisfies

\[ D = 4I - [A_0, A_1][B_0, B_1] \]  

\textsuperscript{2} means that when at least one of the commutators on the RHS vanishes, we obtain the Bell inequality. Let $\text{CO}$ stand for the existence of at least one pair of commuting operators, then according to (2), Khrennikov proved that

\[ \text{CO} \rightarrow \text{BI} \]  

If $LR$ stands for local realism, Bell proved that

\[ LR \rightarrow \text{BI} \]  

In Griffiths’s example, (1) does not even make sense. In a CHSH experiment where (3) and (4) are both applicable, Krennikov suggests that by proving (3) he has disproved (4). Such arguments ignore the fact that a statement may have different, sometimes unrelated, sufficient conditions. None of them disproves the validity of the others as a sufficient condition. Of course, when analyzing (3), nonlocality is not an issue. Likewise, when analyzing (4), operators’ commutativity is not an issue.

According to (3), violation of the Bell inequality means that $[A_0, A_1] \neq 0$ and $[B_0, B_1] \neq 0$. At the same time, either local causality or freedom is false according to (4).

No matter what other interpretations of the inequality we may find, they cannot invalidate the locality implications it has for a CHSH singlet state correlation experiment.

For instance, some point out that George Boole first discovered the Bell inequality in the mid-eighteen hundreds\textsuperscript{7}. Boole showed that a Bell-type inequality is a necessary condition for the existence of a joint probability(JP).

\[ JP \rightarrow \text{BI} \]  

Then again, the argument goes, violations of the Bell inequality are nothing else than proofs of the nonexistence of a joint distribution for the experiment’s probabilities.

Whereas the previous interpretation is correct, the problem resides in the “nothing else” clause. They also prove the nonexistence of commuting operators and invalidates the conjunction of local causality and freedom.

\textbf{IV. CLASSICAL HIDDEN VARIABLES}

Equation twenty-four of Griffiths’s paper reproduces the factorization condition necessary to derive the Bell inequality

\[ Pr(A, B|a, b) = \sum_\lambda Pr(A|a, \lambda)Pr(B|b, \lambda)Pr(\lambda) \]  

Griffiths presents a detailed explanation of what is wrong with (1). He summarizes the argument in the final sentence of the corresponding section of his paper: “Thus the usual derivations of CHSH and other Bell inequalities employ classical physics to discuss quantum systems, so it is not surprising when these inequalities fail to agree with quantum predictions, or the experiments that confirm these predictions.”

Griffiths and quantum localists\textsuperscript{5, 8, 9} reject the consequences of Bell theorem on the basis that Bell used classical arguments incompatible with quantum mechanics. The realistic assumption in (6) has been contested by many nonlocalists\textsuperscript{10, 13}. Part of the problem is that quantum localists usually declare its realistic nature without giving convincing justifications.

Accepting that (6) implies classical physics or realism, the following issues arise with Griffiths’s argumentation:

1. Explaining why a classical prediction differs from the quantum one does not necessarily justify the local nature of the latter. Nonlocal influences either exist or not, independent of having a classical or quantum mechanical explanation. Griffiths’s – and quantum localists’ – bottom line seems to be: if a nonlocal influence is a quantum mechanical prediction, then it is not nonlocal by definition.

2. (6) is direct consequence of the two hypothesis underlying the Bell inequality\textsuperscript{2} local causality and freedom. Therefore, at least one of them should be considered the culprit for introducing its classical character.

3. Accepting that freedom is responsible for the presence of realism, and rejecting it, allows us to keep locality. Indeed, it is well known that by rejecting freedom, i.e. measurement independence, it is possible to explain locally the CHSH quantum correlations\textsuperscript{15}. So, this is a valid solution to the nonlocality problem, albeit it is doubtful all quantum localists would be happy with this solution. We shall return to the issue of freedom when discussing Griffiths’s quantum common causes.

4. If we want to keep freedom, we must consider local causality as classical. However, we could hardly consider quantum mechanics as locally causal by declaring local causality a classical concept which does not apply to quantum theory. The last point is

\textsuperscript{2} At least when it is correctly formulated. Notice the absent of counterfactual definiteness. See for instance Ref. 14.
an endemic inconsistency affecting quantum localists’ arguments who pretend to reject only the “realism” part of the unfortunate expression local realism. The issue generated longstanding and heated debates [8,12].

The correct reason for Griffiths’s rejection of [6] is not its purportedly classical character. Bell’s local causality is the conjunction of two conditions: parameter independence and outcome independence [10,16]. Since he rejects no-signaling effects as being nonlocal influences, Griffiths rejects outcome independence accepting uncontrollable nonlocality. As a consequence, he rejects Bell’s local causality, and the Bell inequality cannot be proved.

V. QUANTUM COMMON CAUSES

According to Griffiths, basing the Bell inequality on quantum common causes(QCC) instead of classical common causes(CCC) explains the inequality violation. Although he does not explain the difference, he describes what a QCC is: “Experiments that test Bell inequalities using entangled photon pairs already assume a common cause in the sense that pairs of photons produced at the source in the same, rather than a different, down conversion event are identified using their arrival times. All that is needed in addition is an argument that the polarizations measured later were also created in the same (local) event.”

Whence, the role of the QCC would be the same as the CCC represented by λ in Bell’s formulation. A distinction, thus far, is not established except perhaps that quantum mechanics already include them.

A closer examination of Griffiths’s argument reveals that he considers the particles’ spin are determined at the source and assumes their values as preexistent EPR elements of reality. Indeed, “...., if Alice’s apparatus is set to measure S_z for particle a and the outcome corresponds to, say, S_z = −1/2, she can conclude that particle a possessed this property just before the measurement took place, and, assuming it was not perturbed on its way to her apparatus, at all previous times following the initial preparation."

As Griffiths explains, his “measurement” framework allows tracing both measurement outcomes back to the source by fixing Alice’s and Bob’s settings at the moment of the singlet creation. In Bell’s framework, this has a well-known interpretation as freedom violation. When the settings are predetermined at the source, it means that the hidden variables distribution function is not independent of Alice’s and Bob’s setting parameters:

$$\rho(\lambda, a, b) = \rho_{ab}(\lambda)$$

Thus, Griffiths’s QCC, in the Bell inequality context, is considered a measurement independence violation physically interpreted as freedom violation. As previously noticed in Sect. [16] the rejection of freedom is a logically valid alternative for a local explanation of the quantum correlations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Some improper considerations regarding the Bell inequality unnecessarily obscure Robert B. Griffiths’s arguments of quantum mechanics’ locality. By pointing them out, we expect to have clarified the meaning of the Bell inequality showing how it consistently fits into Griffiths’s views of quantum locality.

Griffiths’s concept of locality accepts uncontrollable nonlocality and rejects outcome independence allowing for Bell inequality violations. Also, regarding quantum measurements, he seems to uphold superdeterminism. In a Bell inequality context, that view is coherently interpreted as a violation of measurement independence.

Each of the above concepts infringes one of the Bell theorem’s hypotheses; Bell’s local causality, and freedom respectively.

Consequently, claims that Bell inequality is an inconsistent application of classical physics to quantum mechanics are unnecessary and erroneous.


